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6. THE RESOLVENT FOR THREE OR MORE PARTICLES 
6.1. General Properties 
We are now ready to investigate the resolvent for more than two particles. 
Our starting point is the same as in Section 4.1. There is a resolvent R(h) on 
O(OL, 3,3n - 3) satisfying Eq. (4.1). If X is in the sector (3.5) and [ h j is 
large, R(X) can be found with the help of the Born series. This leads to pre- 
liminary results as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let (Y, p, and A be real numbers, OL and B satisfying1 
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.17), and let A be a complex variable. Then Q(A) stands for 
the sector 
2/l < arg(A - A) -=C 27r + 2~z, O<(A--Al. (6.1) 
LEMMA 6.2. If X is in the sector 52(O) and 1 X ) is sz@ciently large, then 
R(A) in regular and ((R(A))) is of order 0( 1 h 1-l) as 1 h ) tends to co. i’fa < 0 < ,f3, 
there is a real number A < 0 such that R(h) is regular in In(A). 
Proof. The first assertion follows if we solve Eq. (4.1) with the help of the 
Born series and then make an estimate of ((R(h)> with Eqs. (3.6) and (4.2). 
If 01 < 0 < 8, the region in which the Born series converges contains sub- 
sectors S(A) with A < 0. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let C be a continuous contour in the sector 52(A) of Lemma 6.2. 
*Part I of this paper appeared in J. Math. Anal. Appl. 47 (1974), 633-670. 
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Let C TUT from wei* to ooei*l and suppose that the spectrum Z(H) is to the 
right of C. Then 
lim 
L-m s WI dh = +A - v4), 
I& 
the limit to be understood in the strong topology on 6. 
(6.2) 
Proof. Let us use Eq. (4.1) for R(h). In the region to the left of C, the 
term R,(A) VR(h) is regular and has a norm of order O(i h je6j4), by Lemmas 
3.13 and 6.2. Contour integration thus shows that this term does not contri- 
bute to the integral (6.2). 
To evaluate the contribution from R,(h), we take f in 8, choose 97 in 
01 < v  < /3, and consider 
s c (k2e2iq - A)-l f (keip, W) dA. 
Since C is in the sector Q(A), the singularities of R,(h) are to the right of C. 
For the sake of convenience, we assume that ‘p = 0. This requires 01 < 0 < 8, 
hence & > 0 and #z < 27r by Eq. (6.1). Other cases can be reduced to this 
by rotating coordinate axes in the X-plane. 
The circle 1 h 1 = L intersects C at the points L exp i&(L) and L exp i#2(L), 
say, #,(L) and #,(L) tending to #1 and #2 as L tends to co. The contour in 
Eq. (6.3) may be deformed into the straight lines 
h = I + iL sin 4,(L) (---co < z < L cos #l(L)), 
X = 1 - iL sin #,(L) (L cos 4,(L) > l > -co), 
(6.4) 
plus the circular arc h = Lei* from 9 = +4,(L) to # = 27r - $,(L). 
On the circular arc, the integrand is of order O(L-l) for all k2. The length 
of the arc is of order O(L). Hence, the contribution from the arc is bounded 
uniformly in L. 
As for the straight lines, these contribute 
s 
LCOW,(L) 
2iL sin 4,(L) [(k2 - 1)” + L2 sin2 4,(L)]-lf(k, W) dl, (6.5) 
-m 
which is likewise bounded uniformly in L. Summarizing, the integral (6.3) 
defines an operator A,(v) on g2 such that I/ A,(cp)ll is bounded uniformly in L. 
Taking q = 01 and ‘p = /? and repeating the above argument shows that there 
is also an operator AL on 8 such that <(A,)) is bounded uniformly in L. 
We now choose some fn in a(&,) and write 
(k2e=s - 4”fn = W) fn = h-‘&(X) Hofn - x-yn . (64 
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Since the first term on the right is regular to the left of C and of order 0( 1 h I-“), 
as 1 X 1 tends to co, its integral along C vanishes. The integral of h-l is easily 
evaluated to show that 
To complete the argument, f is now approximated by a sequence {f,J 
(n = 1, 2,...) in 1D(H,,). This gives 
Since ((AL)) is bounded uniformly in L and Eq. (6.7) is true, the right side of 
Eq. (6.8) can be made as close to 0 as we please by first choosing 71 sufficiently 
large, then making L large. Thus, the subscript n may be omitted in Eq. (6.7) 
and Lemma 6.3 is proved. 
In the two-body problem, it is not difficult to solve the equation for R(h). 
The nature of the solution makes it obvious that R(h) belongs to the class ‘% 
and is associated with operators R(X, q). Each R(h, p) is easily seen to be the 
resolvent of the corresponding operator H(p) defined in Lemma 3.14. In the 
case of more particles, it is better to begin with general observations con- 
cerning R(A) and its relation to operators R(A, p)). The results can then be 
used later to actually find R(A). Theorem 6.4 is the first step along these lines. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let C be a closed operator on @5(~11, j3) having domain B(C). 
Let there be closed operators C(v) on lZ2 such that 
Cf (reim) = C(v) f  (reim) WY 
for all f  in B(C) and (Y < p < /3. Let C(o1) and C(j3) have bounded inverses on 
f?2. Then each C(v) has a bounded inverse [C(v)]-l on !S2. The operator C has a 
bounded inverse C-l on 8 which belongs to the class 2I and is such that 
WV) = P%>l-‘. (6.10) 
Proof. It follows from the data that there is a constant c > 0 such that 
II C(a)f II 3 c llf II 7 II C@)f II 2 cllf II (6.11) 
for every f  in !G2. Hence, by Eq. (2.3) for the norm on 0, 
<Cf>> 3 c<f> (6.12) 
for every f  in 0. From this it follows that C-l exists and is bounded. 
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If f runs through 8 and we keep q fixed, then f(~@‘) runs through a 
dense set in f?a which we denote by D(v). Iff runs through D(C), then f(&) 
runs through a set ID(C, v), say. Since C has a bounded inverse, C maps D(C) 
onto 8. It follows that C(a) maps b(C, ) 01 onto a((~). The inverse mapping 
is accomplished by [C(a)]-l. Th is must therefore map D(cr) onto D(C, a). 
And similarly for /3. 
We now consider the Mellin transforms of ID(v) and ZD(C, v) and denote 
these by D(p) and D(C, v). Owing to Eq. (2.8), 
a(y) = exp[(9, - 4 (u - @)I B(4, (6.13) 
and similarly for a(C, y). The operator C(y) maps D(C, v) into D(q) accord- 
ing to 
C(v) f@, v) = exp[(p, - 4 (u - $>I C(a) exp[-(9, - 4 (u - ~~)I f@, ~1. 
(6.14) 
Now consider the operator B(F) on a(rp) defined by 
B(Y) f(u, ‘PI= exp[(p, - a) (u - @)I CC(~)]-’ exp[-(p, - a> (a - ii)1 f(w). 
(6.15) 
If we remember that [C(U)]-’ maps a(a) onto D(C, a), it is easy to see that 
B(v) maps 3((p) onto D(C, v). Owing to Eq. (6.14), 
‘34 B(v) f@, v) = f(w PI) (6.16) 
for all f in a(p). The operator B(v) can therefore be regarded as an inverse 
[C(v)]-l with domain a(v). 
It is our next objective to show that B(y) can be extended continuously 
to all of 5Z2. To this end, we first observe that 
II B(a) f II < IIFWI-” II II f II 9 II B(P) f/l G IlWW’ II II f II . (6.17) 
Now consider the function 
log u\; I! B(P) f II II f II--l- (6.18) 
This is a convex function of v by the proof of I, Theorem 4.10. With Eq. 
(6.17), it follows that the function (6.18) is bounded uniformly in 9) for 
(Y < (p < ,5. Hence, B(p) can be continuously extended throughout 5Z2 as 
we wished to prove. This shows that each C(v) has a bounded inverse. Hence, 
so does each C(v). 
We now define an operator A on 05 by writing 
Af(r&=) = [C(y)]-lf(yd”) (6.19) 
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for allf in Q. By I, Theorem 4.12, A belongs to 2l. It is therefore associated 
with operators A(q). Obviously, A(q) is the same as [C(~J)]-‘. Also, 
CAf(reiQ) = C(p) [C(p)]-lf(reim) =f(reim). (6.20) 
This shows that A = C-i and thereby completes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let h be in the resolve& sets of the operators H(cY) and 
H@) defined in Remark 3.14. Then A is in the resolvent sets of the operators H 
on G(ar, /3) and H(y) on 5Z2, for 01 < v ,< /3. The resolvent R(h) belongs to the 
class 2I and is associated with operators R(h, q~) having the property that 
R(h, q~) = (H - h)-l (p) = [H(v) - A]-l. (6.21) 
It is helpful to check this corollary in the case of no interaction, H = H,, . 
In order that h be in the resolvent set P[H,,(p)], it must be in the sector (3.11). 
For h to be in both P[H,,(a)] and P[H,,(@], it is therefore necessary that h is 
in the sector (3.5). If this condition is fulfilled, we know already that R,,(h) 
and all R&l, 9) exist. Now take h = A, = Ze2ip, with (Y < v < j3. This is a 
point in the spectrum of H,,(y). At first sight, it might appear as if this 
belongs to both P[H,,(a)] and P[H,,(&], so that it would violate the corollary. 
If we are looking at H,,(a), however, we must say that arg h, = 2~. If we are 
looking at H&3), then arg h, = 2n + 2~. Thus, in whatever way we choose 
# = arg X0 , we are not going to get an operator H,(4) - h, having bounded 
inverses if $I = 01 and # = @. The corollary does therefore not apply to the 
point X = h, . 
Now that we know that R(h, p’) is both the operator associated with R(h) 
and the resolvent of H(v), we can state refinements of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 
without the risk of ambiguity. 
LEMMA 6.6. If 01 < 0 < 8, the sector Q(A) envisaged in Lemma 6.2 can be 
chosen such that each R(h, 9’) is regular in Q(A), the norm 11 R(h, p))II being oj 
order O(( X 1-l) as 1 X j tends to 03. 
Proof. Owing to Eqs. (3.12) and (3.33), the operator R(h, a) can be evalu- 
ated with the Born series and 11 R(A, a)]1 is of order O(l h 1-i) in some sector 
Q(/l(or)). And similarly for ,8. Taking fl = min{Ja), (1(p)} gives a sector 
Q(A) in which both R(h, LX) and R(X, ,f3) have the desired properties. By 
Corollary 6.5, R(h) and each R(A, v) are regular in Q(A). Since log II R(h, p))jI 
is a convex function of p by I, Theorem 4.10, 11 R(X, p)[j must be of order 
O(l h 1-l) for OL < ‘p < p. By I, Lemma 4.5, 
QWD < maxill WA 4II, II W, 8>llb 
Hence, <R(h)> is also of order O(l h 1-l) in Q(A). 
(6.22) 
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COROLLARY 6.7. If p, > 0, then R(h, y) is regular in a sector 
2p, < arg[h - A(v)] < 27r, 0 < j A - fl(v)J . (6.23) 
If 9 < 0, then R(h, 9’) is regular in a sector 
0 < arg[h - cl(~)] < 27~ + 2~, 0 < I x - 4,>l - (6.24) 
The resolvent R(X, 0) is regular in a sector 
0 < arg[h - A(O)] < 2n, 0 < / A - A(O)1 . (6.25) 
In each case, the norm I/ R(h, ?)\I is of order O(l h 1-l) as h tends to KI in the 
sector in question. 
Proof. If ‘p > 0, we may take OL = 0, /3 = v in Lemma 6.6. If p < 0, we 
take 01 = 9, ,!I = 0. The statements concerning R(A, 0) are well-known. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let C be a continuous contour running from mei* to cOei*l. 
Suppose that the spectra of H(v) and H,(y) are to the right of C and that h is in 
the appropriate sector of Corollary 6.7 ;fX is on C and j h / tends to a. Then 
lim 
s L-m c W, Y) dh = i(k - A>, 
the limit to be understood in the strong topology on Q2. 
6.2. Convolution Integrals 
Our further analysis of R(h) and R(X, v) is based on the multiparticle 
resolvent equation that has been used successfully for a number of years 
[4, 51. To express this in a concise form, we imagine a system of n particles 
divided into two groups. The position of the center of mass of the second 
group relative to the center of mass of the first one is denoted by x1 . Next, 
one of the groups is divided into two subgroups, the position of the second 
subgroup relative to the first one being denoted by x2 . And so on, until the 
system is divided into n individual particles. If the coordinates xi are suitably 
normalized and Ki is the momentum conjugate to xj , the kinetic energy of the 
relative motion takes the form Cyr,’ kj2, the Hamiltonian of the relative 
motion being given by Eq. (3.2). 
Now suppose that the system of n particles is divided into 1 groups 
(1 < I < n), and let p(l) denote the particular division in question. Consider 
the case that all particles in any particular group interact, but that there is no 
interaction between particles in different groups. The total interaction that 
remains in this waJ is denoted by V9t1) , the corresponding resolvent is 
J&)(4 = (6, + v~(z) - 4-l. (6.27) 
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In the special cases I = 1 and I = n, we also write 
R = R’“’ = R’“’ 
P(l) 3 
R 
0 
= R’“’ = Rtn’ 
0 9(n) 9 v = VP(l) * (6.28) 
Let the groups of the division p(Z) consist of nr ,..., n, particles, with 
tir ,..., nj > 2 and nj+l = ... = ni = 1. Denote the Hamiltonian for the 
internal motion of group i by H(“d), its resolvent by R(**) (i = l,...,j). These 
operators act on functions of PI) eim, say. Observe that the relative motion 
of the centers of mass of 1 noninteracting groups can be represented by the 
operator of multiplication by CL:=‘, kh2e2i@. This has resolvent RA’). The 
resolvents R@) and Ra) now all commute, because they act on functions 
depending on different variables. Furthermore, R$,i can be expressed in 
terms of Ri’) and the resolvents for the subgroups. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let H, and Hb be typical multiparticle Hamiltonians acting 
on d$%rent variables, and let their resolvents be R,(h) and R,(h). Let C be a 
contour in the u-plane such that the singularities of R,(a) are to the right of C, 
the singularities of R,(h - a) to the left of C. Suppose that u and X - a are in 
Q(0) if u is on C and 1 u 1 tends to co. DeJne 
[R, * RJ (A) = (27ri)-l s, Ra(u) R&h - u) da. (6.29) 
Then 
(Ha + H* - A)-l = [R, * RJ (A). 
Proof. Let RS be defined by 
(6.30)1 
Rs = (27ri)-1 s, R,(u) R,(h - u) do. (6.31) 
lol<S 
By Lemma 6.2, the integral in Eq. (6.29) converges strongly. Hence, R, 
tends to a limit R as S tends to co. Now observe that 
(4 + 6 - A) Rs = (2ti)-l j- [RJu) + R,(h - u)] du. (6.32) 
& 
The right side of this relation tends to the identity operator by Lemma 6.3. 
Since H, + Hb is closed, it follows that the range of R belongs to the domain 
of H, + Hb; it also follows that (H, + H0 - A) R is the identity operator. 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark 6.10. In applying Theorem 6.9, it is advantageous to let /3 - OL 
be small, this enabling h to take values in a large sector in the h-plane. In 
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order that a contour C exists such that both u and h - u are in Q(O) if a is on 
C and ) u 1 tends to co, it is necessary that /3 - 01 < 7r/2. It is assumed from 
now on that this condition is satisfied. The situation is visualized most easily 
if IX < 0 < /I. Let Q(A,) and !&I,) be sectors in which R,(X) and R,(h) are 
xegular. Theorem 6.9 then yields (H, + Hb - A)-l for all h in Q(A, + A,). 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let 01 < 0 < #I, fl - 01 < 42, and let SZ(A(nt)) be a 
sector in which Rtnr)(h) is regu2ar (i = l,..., j). Then 
R&A) = [Rtnl) x -.- * R(“j) t Rt’] (h) (6.33) 
for all X in C!(C:,l A(“<)). 
Lemma 6.2 through Corollary 6.11 reproduce results that are well-known 
in the standard theory of multiparticle systems. In the present context, new 
proofs are required because the operator H is fairly hard to handle. In 
particular, arguments based on a spectral resolution are not available. 
Thus far, we only know that there is a sector Q(A) in the resolvent set of 
H(v). It will gradually become clear that the spectrum of H(v) consists of 
points and half-lines only, as in the two-particle case. Theorem 6.13 shows 
bow this structure can be taken into account in convolutions of operators 
R(h, v). In visualizing the singularities of R(A, v), it is helpful to remember 
that ) 9) j < ~r/2 by Eq. (3.4). 
DEFINITION 6.12. If A, is any complex number, Y(h, , v) stands for the 
half-line 
X = X, + leziw (0 < l < co). (6.34) 
THEOREM 6.13. Let H,(v) and H,(v) be typical multiparticle Hamiltonians 
acting on d@rent variables. Let the resolvent of Ha(a)) be denoted by R&h, v), 
and let this be regular in the sector 52(/l,). Let Y(X,, , v) (i = 1,2,...) be a set of 
half-lines starting at points h = hai in the sector 
2rr < arg(A - A,) < 2~ + 29, 
2~ < arg(h - A,) < 0 
if (D > 0. 
if qJ (0. 
(6.35) 
Write (Ji Y(h,, , 9) for th e complement of (Ji Y(hai , q~) and suppose that 
ui’ Y(hai , ‘p) belongs to l’[H,(q~)]. And sim&zrZy for H,(v) and a set of half- 
hes Y@bj > 4. 
Denote the resolvent of H,(y) + H,,(v) by R,,(X, v). Then Uij Y(h,, + hbj , up) 
bbngs to f’Wa(d + %bK F or all A in U:, Y(X,, + hbj , cp), the resolvent 
R&A, VP) can be written as a convolution integral. 
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Suppose that H,(p) and H,(p) act on functions depending on m,- and mb+ 
component vaGables, respectively, and write m, + mb = m. If f and g belong to 
G(m), then the integraZ 
s s 
dw g(heiQ, W) R&X, p1) f  (kei@, W) (keiq)m-l ei” dh (6.36) 
is an analytic function of A which does not depend on q. It can be continued 
analytically across any isolated half-line Y(hai + Aai , p)). 
Proof. For X in J&n, + (I,), the resolvent R,(h, q) is a convolution. 
This can be shown by the argument of Theorem 6.9 and Remark 6.10. Given 
the regularity properties of R,(X, 9’) and 17,(;\, v) and keeping ;\ fixed, the 
integration contour in the u-plane can be deformed so as to describe loops 
close to the half-lines u = Y(& , y). Next, h can be moved outside the sector; 
Q(/la + II& the only restriction being that the singularities of &(u, p) and 
&(h - V, v) do not intersect. Intersection of singularities would prevent us 
from drawing an integration contour that separates the two sets of singulari? 
ties, but there are no problems in this respect unless X is on some half-line 
Yi& + h,, , q). Hence, the convolution can be performed for any I\ in: 
uij Y(Li + &d > P)). It is obvious that it is regular in h. Since it is equal tq 
RJA, p’) in sZ(& + L&J, it must be the resolvent of H, + Hb for all 4 
in Uij Y(& + Abi , v). This proves the first part of the theorem. 
As for the second part, for A in Q(/1, + A,) the integral (6.36) does not 
depend on v. Now take X between the consecutive half-lines Y(A, , p’) and, 
Y(& , p), say. To be specific, assume that Q, > 0 and that Y(h,+, , p) is to 
the right of Y(& , v). If 4 is in a small neighborhood of y, then h is als 
between the half-lines Y(X, , #) and Y(hlc+l, (c). The integral (6.36) can 1 b 
found by analytic continuation in A, starting from X in Q(;2(rl, + &). In 
Q(/l, + A,), we may replace v by 1F, without altering the integral. Keeping # 
fixed, we now again continue in h, along the same path as before. This yields 
the integral (6.36) with 9 replaced by #, making it clear that the answer 
does not depend on v. 
If $ > q, then Y(h, , 9) is to the left of Y(/\, , p). Taking 4 rather than 4: 
in the integral (6.36), we now continue analytically from the chosen point h 
between Y(/\, , q) and Y()\k+l , p), to some new I\ close to Y(X, , #), In doing 
so, we cross Y& , p), hence we actually continue the integral (6.36) analyti- 
caiiy across Y()\,, p). In general, our answer will differ from what we find by 
travelling to the new point h along a path between Y(X,-, , v) and Y(X, , cp). 
Hence, h, must be expected to be a branch point of the integral (6.36). An 
exception occurs if Ani is merely a pole of R,(A, p) and &j a pole of R&J p). 
This makes ;\,i + hbj a pole of R&A, cp), a possibility which is not excluded 
by the data. This argument completes the proof of Theorem 6.13 and thus 
generalizes Theorem 6.9. 
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Remark 6.14. Let h = “ci) be a pole of R@Q(A, v) and write R$#, 91) 
b a convolution, as in Corollary 6.11. It follows from Theorem 6.13 by 
induction that R :!,(A, v) has a branc h p oint at X = h, , where 
In addition, since Rj,‘)(X, ‘p) has a branch point at X = 0, the same applies to 
R$f,(h, v). There are no other mechanisms for branch points to enter the 
formalism. As we shall see in Section 6.4, any pole Xp) is a zero of a Fredholm 
denominator Pi)(h). Now, roughly speaking, the zeros of 6@)(h) are isolated, 
but it is conceivable that they cluster around singularities of resolvents 
R$$(h, y) for subdivisions of the n,-particle system being considered. In the 
case of clustering lines Y(X, , p), we do not mean to cross these. Whether 
clustering actually occurs is related to the question whether there may be 
infinitely many bound states. This has received quite some attention [30], but 
we do not know whether our assumptions on the interaction do or do not 
allow this possibility. 
6.3. The Resolvent Equation 
Let us return to the picture of it particles divided into groups that was 
sketched at the beginning of Section 6.2. Let the symbol p(Z) Cp(Z - j) 
express that the division p(Z) is obtained from ~(1 - j) by further splitting 
some groups of the latter division. It can be shown by induction [5] that the 
resolvent R(“) satisfies the equation 
El (-l)“-’ (1 - l)! c R’,“(‘,, 
P(l) 
= (-l)“-’ c *.- 1 {R~~)Vs(n-l~Ran()n-l)[V~(n-2) 
m%-l,...P(2l 
Ptn-lK...CPW 
x Ran()n-2, -*- R$),,[V - V ( ,] R’“(‘,) 92 Pl * 
In an obvious notation, this equation is of the form 
with 
R(n) = $-j(n) + K(n’R(n’, 
Ken) = c K$;, . 
P(2) 
- Vdn-01 
(6.38) 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
In case n = 2, Eq. (6.38) is the same as Eq. (4.1). As in Eq. (4.12), we define 
F(n) = K(“)R(n’ = R(n) _ Q(n). (6.41) 
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Suppose now that the division p(2) results in groups of a1 and n2 particles 
such that nr > 2 and n2 2 2. The kernel K!$, may then be written as a 
convolution according to [S, 181 
l#) = -F(“‘) * F’“J * R?‘[ v - vs(2)]. 
If n, = 1 and rz2 = n - 1, Eq. (6.42) must be modified to read 
&a) 
d,?) = -9-l) * R?‘[ v - V,,,)]. (6.43) 
The foregoing applies to operators R(“)(h) and R(n)(A, QJ), as the case may be. 
By Lemmas 3.6 and 3.12, the kernel JP(A) belongs to the class R on Q(3), 
the kernel K(s)& p’) belongs to the Schmidt class on !F(3), provided X is in a 
suitable region in the complex plane. It is our next objective to generalize 
these results to n > 2. The argument follows the steps of [18]. 
LEMMA 6.15. The operator Kt2)(h) belongs to the class R on 0(3)for every A 
in Q(0). The K-norm ~[K(~)(h)l is of order O(j X /-1/4) as h tends to co in Q(O). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.12. 
LEMMA 6.16. Let t5? - 01 < 42, n 2 3, and dlz) < 0 (I = 2 ,..., n - 1). 
Suppose that Fz)(h) (I = 2,..., n - 1) belongs to the class fi on 0(3Z - 3) for 
every X in Q(A(l)). Let the K-norm IC[F”)(X)] be of order 0( 1 h 1 --514) as h tends to 0~) 
in Q(A(zJ). Dejne /l(l) = 0 and 
Then K(“)(X) belongs to the class si on 0(3n - 3) for ewery h in Q(Ar’). The 
K-?WW# ~[K(“)(h)l is of order O(( h /-1/4) as ;\ tends co in sZ(Al;“)). 
Proof. It is convenient to treat each term Kg& separately. We first 
consider a division p(2) such that n, = 1 and n2 = n - 1. Let it be particle n 
which forms a group by itself. Let K, ,..., k,-, be internal coordinates among 
the particles 1,. . . , n - 1, and let k,, describe the motion of particle n relative 
to the center of mass of the large group. In this notation, the operator Rc) in 
Eq. (6.43) acts only on the variable k,, . If kI ,..., k,-, are held fixed and h 
is in Q(O), then Rb2)(h) [V - VP(2,] can be regarded as an operator in the 
class A on 0(3). Owing to Lemma 3.12, its K-norm is of order O(( h l-r/*), 
uniformly in kI , . . . , k,-, , as X tends to co in Q(O). 
We now consider 
l+‘)(o) Rt)(h - u) [V - Vp(2,J (6.45) 
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and observe that F@-1) acts on k, ,..., k,-, only. Hence, the operator (6.45) 
is in the class R on 0(3n - 3), the K-norm not exceeding 
~[+-~‘(a)] K&)(X - u) (v - tf,,,,)]. 
This is easily seen if we refer to Eq. (3.36) for the definition of the K-norm. 
It follows that 
K[K$;,(A)] < (27r)-1 j K[F’“-“(a)] /@‘(A - u) (V - Vg(2))] j do 1 . (6.47) 
C 
If h is in SZ(/l(+l)), the integration can conveniently be taken along a straight 
line passing between 0 = A(+r) and 0 = h. For any fixed h, the integrand 
is of order 0( j u )--3/s) as u tends to co. Hence, the integral converges properly. 
If C is held fixed and X tends to co, the integrand is of order 0( 1 h j-l/*) and so 
is the integral. We could actually make stronger statements about the behavior 
for large 1 h / , but we have no need to pursue this point. 
As for terms K$& such that n, > 2 and 71s >, 2, these are of the form 
(6.42) and therefore have K-norms not exceeding 
(27r)-2 jc / da 1 jD 1 dT 1 IC[F’“+J)] K[++)] K[R~‘(X - u - T) (V - VP,,,)]. 
(6.48) 
If h is in SZ(flcnl) + (ltnz)), the integral (6.48) can be discussed in much the 
same way as the integral (6.47). Adding the results for all terms Kg& now 
completes the proof of Lemma 6.16. 
LEMMA 6.17. If 01 < 0 < /I, there is a number At2) < 0 such that the 
operatorF’2)(h) belongs to the class $3 on Q(3) for ewery x in 12(dt2)), the K-nOTm 
K[F(*)(X)] being of order O(] X /-5/4) as X tends to cu in 52(A(2)). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, Rt2)(X) is regular in a sector Q(A), with some 
(1 < 0. If we take this /l as our /l c2), then Lemma 6.17 follows with the help 
of Lemma 3.12. 
LEMMA 6.18. Let the data be as in Lemma 6.16 and suppose that 01 < 0 < p. 
Then there is a number (I(%) < Al;“) < 0 such that F(“)(h) belongs to the class St 
on @5(3n - 3) for every h in sZ(A(n)), the K-nOP??Z K[F”)(X)] being of order 
O(l h /-5/4) as X tends to co in Q(A(“)). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, R(X) is regular and of order O(\ h 1-r) in a sector 
G(n). By Lemma 6.16, Ken)(h) is regular and of order O(( X l-l/*) in a sector 
Q(&)). Lemma 6.18 follows by taking /Itn) equal to mir@, J,“)}. 
409/48/2-s 
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THEOREM 6.19. Let OL < 0 < /3 and /3 - 01 -=c 42. For n = 2, 3 ,..,, there 
exist numbers AC) < 0 such that K(n)(h) belongs to the class 52 on 8(3n - 3) 
for every h in Q(Ar)), th e K-nO?‘m ~[Kc”)(h)] being of order O(j h /-lj4) as h 
tends to 00 in Q(Ac)). 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6.16-6.18 by induction. 
6.4. Fredholm Theory 
The results of the previous section enable R(“)(h) to be constructed by an 
iteration process, for all A in a sector O(dI;“)) and any number of particles. 
To see this, consider a system of n particles and suppose that we know the 
resolvent Rfnd)(h) for any group of ni particles contained in the large system 
(ni = 2,..., n - 1). Each @i)(h) is associated with a sector &+ltmi)). This 
depends on ni as well as on the particular group being considered. If groups 
of n1 and n2 particles are combined, we obtain a group of n1 + Its particles 
and a sector JJ(/l(“l+‘@). By Lemmas 6.16 and 6.18, 
flhl+ng) < &a& < A(q) + &as) . \ (6.49) 
We now add a group of ns particles, and so on. By induction, this yields 
it being understood that C,‘-, ni < n and that the superscripts n, refer to 
disjoint groups. 
Owing to Corollary 6.11, the term Q(“)(h) in the resolvent equation (6.39) 
can be found by performing convolutions. The result (6.50) implies that this 
yields Qcn)(h) for all h in fi(/lp)). By Theorem 6.19, the kernel K(“)(A) is in the 
class R for all X in sZ(Al;“)). It can likewise be found by convolution, according 
to Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43). 
Given Qcn)(h) and Ken)(h), we now define quantities d(l\) and 6(h) as in 
Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). In case h is such that 1 is not an eigenvalue of K(“)(h), 
it follows that the resolvent equation has the unique solution 
W)(h) = Q’“‘(A) + d(h) Q(“‘(A)/ti(A). (6.51) 
It is clear that the Fredholm denominator 6(h) is regular in the sector .0(np)). 
There is an obvious analogue of the integral (4.11) containing the Fredholm 
numerator. This does not depend on 9 and is likewise regular in sZ(/1r’). A 
further discussion of analytic properties is given in Section 6.6. 
In the present context, Section 4.2 on symmetry properties remains valid 
in so far as it refers to OL < 0 < /3 and h in the sector (3.5). By Eq. (6.44). 
As) = 0. The sector (3.5) would now be called JJ(Aa)). Obviously it has to be 
replaced by J2(/lc)) if n particles are being considered. 
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The resolvent W)(h) may have singularities in the sector sZ(Ag”)). These 
may conceivably cluster around A, w but must be isolated otherwise. They can 
only be simple poles located on the real axis to the left of .4c), by the argument 
of Remark 4.3. The behavior of R(“)(A) in the neighborhood of such singu- 
larities is as in Theorem 4.4. 
Since R(“)(h) is regular in some sector Q(A) by Lemma 6.2, the set of poles 
h = Al;“) (q = 1, 2,...) in C?(Ar’) must be bounded below. If we define 
A’“’ = rnF(@} if there are poles in Q(At’), 
fl’“’ = fl’“’ otherwise, 0 
(6.52) 
then R(“)(h) is regular in 52(/l(“)). 
In the earlier part of our discussion, /ltn) was not uniquely determined. For 
example, if any particular /ZCn) could be used in Lemma 6.18, then any A’(%) 
with A’cn) < Acn) would also do. In all of the above, we obtain the strongest 
statements by choosing (ltn) as in Eq. (6.52). This choice will be taken for 
granted from now on. It yields the same notation as in [18]. 
If h is in C?(Ac)) and we find P)(h) with the help of the Fredholm theory 
on 8, then we are also finding P)(h, 40) with the help of the Fredholm 
theory on !P. In particular, F(“)(X, p’) is in the Schmidt class on P(3n - 3) 
‘for every X in SZ(A(“)). Suppose now that Pl)(h, ‘p) (E = 2,..., n - 1) actually 
belongs to the Schmidt class on P(3Z - 3) for every X in a set uk Y($), v), 
the position of AC) relative to Au) being as in Eq. (6.35). The technique of 
Theorem 6.13 then refines Lemma 6.16 to the statement that &?“)(A, y) 
belongs to the Schmidt class on !9(3n - 3) for every h in a set 
u’ Y(XI"1' + A>), y). 
ii&Z) 
This set excludes half-lines due to all possible divisions p(2) of n particles 
into nl- and n,-particle groups. By Eqs. (6.35) and (6&l), the half-lines that 
are not in the set (6.35) are confined to a sector 
2~ < arg(X - At’) < 2n + 2~ 
23) < arg(X - .A?‘) < 0 
if 9 > 0, 
if ‘p < 0. 
(6.54) 
To refine Lemma 6.17, we recall that /lb”) = 0 and refer to Lemma 3.6. 
This says that P)(h, p) belongs to the Schmidt class on !P(3) for every h 
in the complement of Y(Aj,“), v). By the Fredholm theory for n = 2, it follows 
that R(2)(X, q) is regular in the complement of Y(Ab”), p), except for possible 
singularities arising from zeros of 6(h). These may cluster around AL”). They 
may occur on the negative real axis by Remark 4.3, not on the positive real 
axis by the discussion preceding Theorem 4.6. If 9) > 0, they may also occur 
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in the region 2~ < arg h < 2~ + 2~, if 9 < 0 in the region 2q1 < arg A < 0, 
by Remark 4.5. Altogether, P2)(X, v) belongs to the Schmidt class in the 
region in which Ps)(h, v) is regular. It is not wrong to say that this is the 
complement of a set of half-lines Y(hi’), v) starting at points /\fi”’ whose 
position relative to (Ic2) is as in Eq. (6.35). 
We now proceed to refine Lemma 6.18. Let &P’(h, v) be in the Schmidt 
class for every h in a set ulc Y(h, , v), ,where h, is in the sector (6.54). The 
Fredholm theory yields R(“)(h, p) in uk: Y(h, , IJJ), but there may be singular- 
ities in this region. These may cluster around lines Y(h, , 9’) but must be 
isolated otherwise. 
Let us examine where isolated singularities may be located. First of all at 
points h = /\r’ on the negative real axis such that /lin) < Al;“) < /lb”), this 
case corresponding to bound states in the ordinary sense. Secondly, there may 
be poles on the real axis between Ab”’ and co, corresponding to bound states 
embedded in the continuum of H(“)(O). The discussion preceding Theorem 
4.6 indicates that this second case may well occur in multiparticle systems. We 
now take p > 0. Corollary 6.7 then says that there are no singularities in the 
sector (6.23). As regards lJI Y(h, , q~), it thus remains to examine strips 
between consecutive lines Y(h, , q) and Y(h,+, , v). There may be poles in 
these strips, corresponding to resonances. Altogether, all isolated singularities 
are confined to the sector (6.35) with A, replaced by (lfn). 
Summarizing, we made an assumption concerning &P)(h, ‘p) and used 
this to construct @)(h, p)). We can now find P)(/\, p). It follows that this is 
regular except for points on half-lines in a sector of the form (6.35). The: 
argument thus refines Lemma 6.18. 
Since we now have the refinements of Lemmas 6.16618, the refinement of 
Theorem 6.19 follows by induction. Specifically, it follows that, K(“)(A, v)l 
belongs to the Schmidt class on Ga(3n - 3) for every X in a set Ur Y(h, , v),’ 
the half-lines Y(h, , 9) being confined to the sector (6.54). What this result 
means is expressed by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.20. The n-particle resolvent R(@(A, 91) can be constructed with 
the help of Fredholm methods on P(3n - 3) provided h is in the complement of a 
set of half-lines Y(h, , p) (k = 1,2,...) which lie in the sector (6.54) and include 
the half-line Y(0, q~). If A, # 0, then A, can be decomposed according to Eq. (6.37), 
where X2) is a pole of a resolvent R@)(A, v) and the sum over i is meant as a 
sum over’ d&-joint groups of ni particles contained in the n-particle system. The 
resolvent R(“‘(X, p) is regular in the region uh Y(X, , v) except for possible poles 
on the real axis and in the sector (6.54). If cx < y < /3 and f, g belong to 
@(LX, /3, 3n - 3), the integral 
I(A) = I dw j g(keim, w) R(n)(h, F) f (keie, w) (keia)sn-4 eiw dk (6.55) 
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does not depend on q and can be continued analytically across any isolated half- 
line v, , v,>* 
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from the earlier part of this 
section. The statement concerning the integral I(h) can be proved as in 
Theorem 6.13. 
6.5. The Spectrum 
Theorem 6.20 suggests that the half-lines Y(X, , v) belong to the spectrum 
of the n-particle Hamiltonian Hcnl(~). We proceed to show that this is 
indeed the case. 
THEOREM 6.21. Let the half-lines Y(h, ,y) be defined as in Theorem 6.20. 
Then each half-line Y(X, , v) belongs to the spectrum of Hen)(y). 
Proof. We first consider the half-line Y(0, p) and pick a point h = Kze2im 
with K >, 0. Next, we choose some (372 - 3)-component vector K with 
length K and consider the sequence 
fN(k) = (N/T)(~‘+~)/~ exp(--N / K - K 12/2) (N = 1, 2,...), (6.56) 
k - K / denoting the length of the real (3n - 3)-component vector k - K. 
It is easy to see that 
:I.fA = I, jz(fN , h) = 0, $2 W - K”>fN I! = 0, (6.57) 
in the topology on !Z2(3n - 3) and for every h in 22(3n - 3). The third 
relation implies that 
Jil& ll[Ht)(cp) - K2e2im] fN j/ = 0. (6.58) 
Suppose now that (( V(,)fN (1 tends to 0 as N tends to 00. It then follows that 
Bg)(v) in Eq. (6.58) may be replaced by H(“)(cp). Since I/ fN I/ = 1, this means 
that K2e2im belongs to the spectrum of Htn)(p), as we wish to show. 
To prove that /) V(v) fN (1 actually tends to 0, we take any particular two- 
body term Vj,(v) and choose coordinates in such a way that Vjl(p) acts only 
on the 3-dimensional component k, of the (3n - 3)-dimensional vector K. 
Defining 
a&) = (N/43’4 exp(--N I kl - Kl 12/2) (6.59) 
makes it obvious that the 22(3n - 3)-norm // Vjl(‘p)fN jj is equal to the 
P(3)-norm 1) Vjl((p) g, /I . It therefore suffices to show that the latter norm 
tends to 0. 
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Owing to Eq. (6.57), the sequence {(kraezip + l)gN(k,)) converges weakly 
to 0. By Lemma 3.2, the operator Viz(v) (kr2eaiQ + 1)-l belongs to the Schmidt 
class. In particular, it is compact and therefore transforms a weakly con- 
vergent sequence into a strongly convergent one. Hence, 11 Vjl(v) gN 11 tends 
to 0. It now follows that 1) Y(v)fN Ij tends to 0. This completes the argument 
for the half-line Y(0, 9)). 
We proceed to a half-line Y(& , p’) with hk # 0. The decomposition (6.37) is 
associated with a set of functions Pm) satisfying 
[H (n ) (n ) (?a ) (n ) im 7n (q) - xgmm ] b m (k m e ) = 0. (6.60) 
In the notation of Section 6.2, the decomposition corresponds to a division 
p(2) of the n-particle system into groups consisting of n, ,..., n, particles, with 
n, ,..., ni > 2 and ni+r = ... = n, = 1. The relative motion of the groups 
requires coordinates kh (h = I,..., 2 - 1). The interaction within the groups 
is denoted by I/pa) , hence there is an interaction I/ - VPu) between the 
groups. Also, 
In general, an eigenfunction Pm) is just a function a,, as considered in 
Theorem 4.2, but exceptions may occur in case ZPm)(h, q) has a multiple 
pole off the real axis. This was explained in Remark 4.5. 
Summarizing, in the case at hand we choose the vector Kin such a way that 
its components Kh satisfy &i Kh2 = K2. Instead of Eq. (6.56) we consider 
the sequence 
fN(k) = fi btnm)(ktnJei’) (N/T)(~‘-‘)‘~ exp 
In=1 i 
Z-l 
--N 1 1 k, - Kh I”/2 . (6.62) 
h=l 
To prove that Y(h, , p’) belongs to the spectrum of H(“)(v), it now suffices to 
show that [~[V(F) - V,(t)(q)] fN (I tends to 0. 
It is an essential point that each two-body term V$r(p)) contained in 
V(v) - V,,(l,(q) acts on one or more variables ktnm), as well as on variables kn . 
This is a complication as compared with the half-line Y(0, cp). It is no longer 
possible to choose the coordinates kh in such a way that Vjr(v) acts on kl only. 
To take care of this problem, we go over to the position representation. This 
yields 
fN(x) = fi b(nm)(x(nm)e-iq) (vN)-(~‘-~)‘~ exp [:J$ (iKh * x, - shz/2N)] . 
W&=1 
(6.63)) 
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The function vjl defined in Eq. (3.16) depends on some linear combination 
c 
a-1 
h-l chxh , where Cz: cla2 = 1 and xh (h = I,..., 71 - 1) means the same as 
&a) (m = 1 ,..., j). Suppose that c, # 0 and consider an orthogonal trans- 
formation from the x-frame to some y-frame satisfying CIlt chxh = yr . 
In terms of the y-variables, x1 = Cz: dh yh , with dl = cl . Hence 
n-1 
Xl2 = ,r; dh2yh2 3 ~1~~1". (6.64) 
We now evaluate /j wir(y&@)fEI(x)l[ using yr , x2 ,..., x,-r as integration 
variables. With Eq. (6.64) this gives 
jj wjl(yle~‘“)fN(x)II < cy3” fi /I btnm) /I lj(dV-3’4 w&y-‘@) exp(-c,2y12,/2N)!I. 
VII=1 
(6.65) 
By the discussion of I/ Vir(jlo) g, 11 above, the last factor on the right tends to 0 
_ as N tends to co. This justifies the statement that Y(h, , 9)) belongs to the 
spectrum of H(“)(q). 
6.6. Analytic Continuation 
In this section, we travel through the complex plane to see what happens to 
the integral I(X) defined by Eq. (6.55). We choose a fixed q > 0 and start at 
some point in AJ(A(~)). T ravelling through the lower half-plane, we cross the 
real axis and enter the strip between Y(h, , 9) and Y(X,+, , v). Now remember 
that A, has the general structure (6.37). Each h:i) enters the formalism as a 
zero of the Fredholm denominator S(h) that comes with J?“<)(X). Since 6(h) 
does not depend on CJJ, neither does Al, . 
To simplify the discussion, let y,, be any number satisfying Eq. (4.45) and 
take /3 = --01 = y,, . The analytic behavior of I(h) then genuinely reflects the 
structure of Z?(“)(h, ‘p) and is not hampered by poor analytic properties off 
and g in Eq. (6.55). Furthermore, let AK and Aktl be real, A, < hkfl , so that 
Y(h, , v) is to the left of Y(A,+l , T). 
Once we are between Y(X, , CJI) and Y(X R+l , v), Theorem 6.20 says that we 
can cross either half-line. To visualize crossing Y(h, , T), it is most convenient 
to replace v in Eq. (6.55) by some # > v. Since # must not exceed y0 , we 
can continue I(A) to the half-line Y(h, , yO), but we cannot make statements 
beyond this. Evidently, if we start off between Y(& , pi) and Y(h, , v), we 
can also travel to Y(h, , y,,). This, however, is a different branch of I(A) and the 
two branches are connected only via the lower half-plane. 
Suppose now that I(h) has a pole at h = A,, between Y(X, , y) and Y(Ak+l , p)). 
Since A,, must be a zero of 6(X) and since S(X) does not depend on y, the point 
A0 does not move if we increase 4. On the other hand, increasing 4 causes 
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YOk,l 9 $4 to rotate about h,,, in the counterclockwise direction. If y0 is 
sufficiently large, there is therefore a vk+r < ‘yo such that Y(X,+, , ~)~+r) passes 
through h, . If we now evaluate JP)(h, #) for 1,4 > vrc+r , the pole at h, does 
not show up, simply because we cannot investigate the neighborhood of h, 
without first taking 4 < qk+r . To be specific, if 4 is slightly larger than 
vK+i , then h, is between Y(h,+, , 4) and some Y&+, , #) with &+a > h,+r . 
Even so, we do not see a pole at h, for this value of #, since the pole belongs 
to the branch of I(h) that covers the real axis between h, and X,,, , not between 
&+I and A,+, . By the same token, if # increases, there may be poles showing 
up between Y(& , $) and Y(h,+, , #), but to the left of Y()l, , q). Such poles 
belong to the branch that covers the real axis between & and hk+r , but we 
have no way of seeing these poles if we take 4 = CP. 
We now look briefly at a half-line Y(/\,. , CJJ) to the left of Y(h, , 9) and starting 
at a point h, off the real axis. This half-line must be associated with a pole 
off the real axis in the resolvent of some ad-particle group. By the above 
discussion, the branch point h, belongs to a branch of I(h) that covers an 
interval on the real axis to the left of h, . If we increase 4, it may happen that 
Y(h, , #) passes through h, for a particular value of #, yet there is no difficulty 
in increasing z+4 beyond this value and crossing Y(h, , 4). Indeed, if we start 
off between Y(h, ,q) and Y(h,+, , v), we are on a branch that does not contain 
the branch point h, , hence we do not see anything special at all as Y(/\, , I/J) 
passes through X, . 
Again, let us start off between Y(h, , p) and Y(h,+, , v), take z/ > q, and 
cross Y(h, , v). It was explained above that this may result in poles showing 
up between Y(& , 9) and Y(&+r , $). By the same argument, there may appear 
branch points h, off the real axis, hence half-lines Y(h, , #) between Y(& , #) 
and Y(&+r , #). Given h,. , we start seeing the branch point when # is such that 
Y(h, , 4) passes through h, , the branch point disappearing again when 
y(hk+l , 4) passes through hr. 
Starting between Y(& , p) and Y(/\k+1 , p), we now replace v by + < y to 
cross Y(h,+, , v). In doing so, we may encounter poles h, and branch point X, 
as above. More seriously, taking 4 close to 0 makes the strips between con- 
secutive half-lines very narrow. In the limit I/ = 0, all strips coincide with the 
real axis. It is therefore not possible to continue I(h) beyond Y(hk+r , 0), which 
is the real axis from h,+r to co. 
If we are in Q(ntn)) and choose q < 0, we can start off through the upper 
half-plane and reach various branches of I(X) in the lower half-plane, branches 
in the upper and lower half-planes being connected only via &‘(/I(“)). In the 
present notation, the standard theory of n-particle systems corresponds to 
v = 0, the resolvent being examined only in the h-plane cut from (II;“) to co. 
The foregoing obviously assumes that there is a sequence of points h, . 
In systems without bound states or resonances, there are no half-lines except 
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Y(0, cp). This simplifies the structure of I(h) considerably, making its analytic 
properties the same as in Theorem 4.1 for the two-particle case. 
We now take v > 0 again and look more closely into the case that R’*)(h, q) 
has a pole at a point X = X, between Y(h, , v) and Y(h,+, , q). Suppose that 
Wk , vk> and W k+l , P)~+J pass through 4, . The pole then shows up only if 
R(“)(h, 9)) is evaluated for vple < v < vpTe+i . It is obvious that vlc > 0. Since v 
must not exceed some y0 satisfying Eq. (4.49, it is convenient to introduce 
numbers yr , yZ such that 
pk <Yl<YZ < (Pkfl? Y2 d Y> Y2 < 4 r* (6.65) 
We may then say that R(“)(X, p) has a pole at h = A,, for yr < p < ys . We 
now connect a small deleted neighborhood of /\s with the sector Q(cl(n)) via 
a path that crosses the real axis between X, and h,,, . This can be done in such 
,a way that the path and the neighborhood belong to the resolvent set of 
H(“)(d for y1 < 9, d y2 . By Corollary 6.5, the path and the neighborhood 
belong to the resolvent set of the operator H(“) on B(yl , y2). Hence h, is an 
isolated singularity of Rfn)(X) on S(yi , ya). 
We proceed to compare branches of the integral I(h), hence of R(“)(h, qo), 
that correspond to taking g, > 0 and y < 0, crossing the real axis between 
A, and hk+l in both cases. In an obvious terminology, these branches are 
conjugate. To each X on one branch corresponds a x on the other. The 
operators F(“)(h, 9) for these branches satisfy the symmetry relations (4.28) 
and (4.30). This can be proved exactly as in Section 4.2. In fact, in addition 
to F(h, v) being in the Schmidt class, the argument of Section 4.2 only 
requires that H(0) be self-adjoint and that the interaction functions zljr(x) be 
real for real x. 
Since Section 4.2 remains valid, so does Theorem 4.2 on isolated singular- 
ities of R(%)(h). If singularities in L?(LI~)) are being considered, Remark 4.3 
and Theorem 4.4 apply. In the case of a singularity at X = X, off the real axis, 
there is a generalization of Remark 4.5. Specifically, let y1 , y2 be as in Eq. 
(6.65) and let a,(&@, w) be an eigenvector of the eigenprojection P associated 
with a pole in the upper half-plane. The relation (4.52) must then be modified 
in the sense that 
s s do “(e 259 + e2yau) 1 a,(~, w)12 du < co. (6.66) -co 
And similarly for poles in the lower half-plane. 
It remains to consider poles on the real axis between Al;“) and co. Theorem 
4.6 was formulated with this case in mind. What Theorem 4.6 says about the 
analytic properties of &X, 0) requires obvious modifications to account for 
branch points. The theorem remains valid otherwise. 
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7. RESONANCES IN MULTIPARTICLE SCATTERING 
7.1. The Scattering Cross Section 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 can be generalized to multiparticle scattering, but this 
case is more complicated to the extent of requiring a detailed discussion. 
As in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, boldface letters are used to identify vectors. 
We first examine two bound fragments being scattered into two boun 
4 fragments. Let the internal structure of the initial fragments be described 
with the help of a multicomponent coordinate xa’, their relative motion with a 
coordinate x, . Write @Jx,‘) for the product of the wave functions of the 
fragments, and suppose that their relative momentum is pa . Denote the 
interaction between the fragments by V, . This makes V, a sum of two- 
particle terms wj,,., say, j running through the particles of fragment 1 and 
through those of fragment 2. Any particular oil depends on a linear 
tion of x, plus a vector xkjl built of components of x,‘. We write this as 
In an obvious notation, the interaction within the fragments is V - V, . Also 
[-V2(x,‘) + lf - Val @&a’) = Vkz’), (7.2) 
with some h, . In a similar way, the final situation is described with the help of 
a subscript b. Hence, the coordinates x b’, x1, together yield precisely the same 
(3n - 3)-component x as the coordinates xa’, x, , the sets x~‘, x,, and xar, x, 
being related through an orthogonal transformation. 
A generalization of Eq. (5.2), the scattering amplitude now reads ([29, 
Section 37; 11, Sections 2.6.1 and 2.81) 
&CP~ , PJ = -@W j exp(ip, . x, - ipb * xd 
with 
x Sb(Xb’) (V, + V,) @JXa’) ds”-3x 
+ (4.7~)~~ iii J e-ipbaxbGb(xb’) V&p2 + k, 0) 
x V,@,(x,‘) eipa’Q d3”-‘x, (7.3) 
p2 = A, -+ pa2 = & + Pb2. (7.4) 
The factor @b may be replaced by Da if Q$, is real. The problem can always be 
set up this way by Theorem 4.4. 
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Suppose now that 
Va@5a(xie-im) exp(ip, . x,e+) (7.5) 
is analytic and belongs to 8( -8, /3, 3n - 3) for some /3 > 0. This is the case if 
and 
zjl(cjLxaeHim + djLx&e-im) exp[ip, * (x,ePim + djlxhjle-i”/cjJ] (7.6) 
@,(x,‘e+) exp[-ip, * d~zx&im/~jl] (7.7) 
belong to 8( -/3, p, 3) and 03( -/3, /I, 3n - 6), respectively. The first condition 
is the same as in Section 5.1. According to Theorem 7.6 in the next section, 
the condition on @, is fulfilled if p, is sufficiently small compared with the 
binding energies of the fragments in the state Qa . 
If V, and Qb satisfy similar analyticity requirements, the variable x in Eq. 
(7.3) may be replaced by xe- im, as in Section 5.1. This enables the limit with 
respect to E to be performed without ‘difficulty. 
To study a resonance, we now assume that R(h, p’) has a simple pole at the 
point A,-, = E - iI’/2 close to the real axis. Let this be on the branch that 
covers the real axis between the thresholds h, and h,,, . We require that y 
can be chosen so that the circle with center X, and radius r/2 does not intersect 
the half-lines Y(h, , 9)) and Y(hk+l , q), nor any half-line Y(h, ,v) between 
Y(b 9 d and V,+l r P> starting at a branch point h, off the real axis. This 
condition guarantees that X, has a circular neighborhood which belongs to the 
branch being considered and contains an interval on the real axis. In order for 
the condition to be fulfilled, it is necessary that h, < E < X,+1 . By way of 
example, let I’/2 << E - X, and I’/2 < &+I - E. If 91 is close to 0, the circle 
with center X, and radius r/2 does not intersect Y(hkil , p)). It does not 
intersect Y(h, , y) if 
2 1 tan 9, i > r(E - A&l. (7.8) 
Given h, , we therefore want the parameter /3 determined by the functions 
(7.6) and (7.7) to be so large that there is a v satisfying Eq. (7.8) and / p j < /3. 
Given the parameter /3, we can only handle poles for which the right-hand 
side of Eq. (7.8) is less than 2 tan /3. 
Let h, have a circular neighborhood as required, let the projection operator 
P associated with h, have one-dimensional range, and let us write Y for its 
eigenfunction. If p2 is close to E, this yields 
,4&p, , pa) = (4+ @,O,(E - p” - ir/2)+ (7.9) 
with 
0, = 
s !P(xe+) Va@a(x,‘e-io) exp(ip, . x,eeiw) d3n-3(Xe-iQ). 
(7.10) 
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For the sake of simplicity, we now assume that the functions @, , dj, , and Y 
all refer to angular momentum 0. This makes 0, independent of the direction 
of Pa 9 as in Section 5.1. The partial cross section crba , integrated over all 
directions of pb , thus takes the form 
uba = 4nPb?%1 1 Aba(pb 3 Pd2 m  p&h$,)-l 1 @b@, I2 [(p” - ~8)~ + r2/4]-? 
(7.11) 
In the approximation that each 0, is real, the optical theorem now requires 
that 
r = c r, R5 (27r)-1 c PbOb2, (7.12) 
b b 
the sum to be taken over all channels b into which scattering may occur. We 
thus find 
(7.13) 
a Breit-Wigner expression as in Eq. (5.10). 
If more than two fragments are being scattered, the right-hand side of Eq. 
(7.3) presents formal difficulties because V,@, is no longer square-integrable. 
Jn the case of three fragments, a typical interaction term zljl between particle 
j in fragment 1 and particle I in fragment 2 depends on the distance between 
fragments 1 and 2, and on some components of the internal coordinates 
x,‘. Thus, nJja(xa’) does not depend on the position of fragment 3 relative 
to fragments 1 and 2, making it obvious that it is not in 92(3n - 3). This 
problem can be taken care of with the help of a cut-off factor. With methods 
developed in [l 1, Section 2.61, it can be shown that the factors V, and vb in 
Eq. (7.3) may be replaced by V, exp(-5,X2) and V, exp(-&x2), with small 
real f, , tb . This yields an approximation A&(& , pa , &, , 5,) such that 
(7.14) 
Since exp( - (X2) is in (li(--,$ /3, 3n - 3) provided /3 < 7r/4, the dominant 
behavior of Aba(pb , pa, tb , 6,) in the neighborhood of a pole of R(h, 9) 
can be determined in much the same way as in the two-fragment case. This 
yields a resonance whose partial widths are determined by quantities 0, 
such as 
O&J = J Y(xe+J) Va@5,(xa’e-iq) exp(ip, * x,f+ - fa‘,x2e-2irp) d3n-3(xe-im). 
(7.15) 
This issue is now whether we may let 5, tend to 0 on the right in Eq. (7.15). 
Let us explain the problem with reference to three-fragment scattering, 
concentrating on the particular two-body interaction viz considered above. 
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The variable x, now has six components. It may be decomposed into a 
three-component x1 to describe the position of fragment 2 relative to 1, and a 
three-component x2 for the position of fragment 3 relative to the center of mass 
of 1 and 2. Thus, vjl depends on cjlx,e++ + djlxb~le-im, say. If the functions 
(7.6) and (7.7) have suitable analyticity properties, the integrand in Eq. (7.15) 
receives a contribution from ujl which is equal to Y(xe@), times a square- 
integrable function of x,e-iQ, xa’e-iV, times exp(ip, . x,e-im), times 
exp(- tc1x2e+e). Now suppose that the function 
Y(xe-ia) exp(iq * xe-im) (7.16) 
is in some Q(ol, /3, 3n - 3) if 4 is sufficiently small. For small p, , it is then 
straightforward to show that the integral in Eq. (7.15) converges uniformly in 
6, and does not depend on p). By the theorem of dominated convergence, there 
is a limit with respect to 6, which may be performed under the integral sign. 
This yields a scattering amplitude of the form (7.9) with (7.10), it being 
understood that ADa now depends on the directions of pb and pa in a com- 
plicated fashion. 
The foregoing is contingent upon the expression (7.16) being well-behaved 
in a certain sense. This condition is very much the same as the one imposed 
on Qp, in Eq. (7.7). It is the subject of the next section to justify this point. 
1.2. An Asymptotic Property of the Resolvent 
To settle the question raised in the preceding discussion, we want to 
investigate operators of the form 
MO, ‘~1 = exp(p . xe-iw) R(h, v) exp(-p * xe-im), (7.17) 
p in Eq. (7.17) being some fixed real vector with length CL. If we write M&h, p)), 
this means that R(A, v) in Eq. (7.17) is to be replaced by R,,(h, VP), and similarly 
[or other subscripts. According to Theorem 7.5 below, M(A, p) is a bounded 
operator on 22 provided h is in the resolvent set of H(v) and p is sufficiently 
small. If we examine M(h, a) in the neighborhood of an isolated singularity 
of R(A, 9’) and denote the corresponding eigenvector by Y, Theorem 7.6 says 
that ?P(xeeiv) exp(--CL . xe-$w) belongs to P if p is sufficiently small. This 
helps resolve the difficulty of the previous section. 
If we refer to R(X, p), this implies that a complex momentum variable Reio 
is being used. To be specific, let v > 0. By Corollary 2.5, we may apply 
Fourier transforms to go over to position variables, but these then have 
negative arguments. Thus, if the 9 in R(X, v) is to be interpreted as we have 
done thus far, consistency requires thatwe write xe+.Thispoint is of practical 
importance since the present section is worked most easily in terms of the 
position representation. We begin with several lemmas. 
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LEMMA 7.1. Ijh is in the sector (3.11), 1 p ] < 7r/2, and 
p cos v < Im(he-siv)1/2, (7.18) 
then &,(A, y) is a bowzded operator on Cz(3n - 3), the norm /j &&,(A, p)[j being 
of order O(l h 1-l) us h tends to CCJ in the sector (3.11). 
Proof. We first take n = 2. In the position representation, Rh2)(h, p) is an 
integral operator with kernel 
@(x, w, x’, w’, y; A) = exp(iP2 1 x - x’ 1 eVi”) (4~ ] x - x’ 1 e+)-l. (7.19) 
Hence 
< exp{[p cos v - Im(Ae-2im)1/2] I x - x’ I} (6 1 x - x’ I e-im)-l. 
(7.20) 
Now let g(x, UJ) be in Z2(3) and suppose that p > 0. This yields 
s 
) exp(--p I x - x’ I) (4a 1 x - x’ I)-lg(x’, w’) d3x’ I2 d3x 
= 
s 
g(x, CO) exp(--p I x - x’ 1) g(x’, w’) (877~)~ d3x d3x’ < j/g lj2 p-4. 
(7.21) 
Combining this inequality with Eq. (7.20) proves the lemma in case n =2. 
If n 2 3, we choose coordinates x, ,..., x,-r so that x, is in the direction of 
CL. This suggests that we write 
j$“‘(X p’) zz.z [M(2) * p-1) A 0 3 0 0 l(~d~ (7.22) 
The contour in the convolution integral must run between the singularities 
of A@)(u, p) and those of R. o+‘) h - o, (p). Thus, it must run between the ( 
parabola 
Im(ue-2i’)1/2 = p cos v (7.23) 
and the half-line Im[(h - U) i 2 e-iV] = 0. If I& and c2 are any two complex / 
numbers, then 
(Im iY2)’ + (Im G’“)” Z [In-G + C2Y212. (7.24) 
Let us now choose a point u on the parabola (7.23) and identify ue-ai@ with 
& . Similarly, let us identify Ae+@ with [r + t2 . This gives 
[Im(A - u)lj2 e--im]2 > [Im(he-2im)1/2]2 - p2 (308~ p. (7.25) 
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If condition (7.18) of the lemma is fulfilled, the right side of Eq. (7.25) is 
positive. This means that the parabola and the half-line do not intersect, SO 
that a convolution integral does in fact exist. 
To complete the proof, we observe that 
lib@’ x J$-‘] (A, tpl/ < (2n)-l s I/ Mt’(o, cp)ij /I &‘+“(A - u, y)I’ I da I . 
C (7.26) 
Since j/ ,Wh21(cr, ?))I\ is of order O(j (T 1-l) by the present lemma with n= 2, and 
// R&+‘)()l - (T, ~)11 is of order O(l X - CJ 1-l) by Eq. (3.12), the integral con- 
verges. 
Now let X tend to 00 along some straight line D in the sector (3.11). The 
contour C can be chosen so as not to be parallel to D. Hence, as X tends to CO 
along D, both the real and the imaginary parts of h - (T tend to co, for all cr 
on C. This suffices to show that the integral (7.26) is of order O(l X 1-l) as X 
tends to cx, in the sector (3.11). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.1 and let Vjl(cp) be the operator of 
multiplication by a function vil(xe-i”) in 6(-y, y, 3). Then the operator 
Wz’G4 9) V&J) h as a unique continuous extension to all of !G(3). This belongs 
to the Schmidt class, its Schmidt norm satisfying 
(r[Mt)(h, ‘p) Vj,(~)] < const[Im(he-2iQ)1’2 - p cos v]-““. (7.27) 
Proof. The relation (7.20) gives an estimate for the kernel of Mi2)(h, CJJ). 
If we square this, multiply by j vjr(x’e-+)12, and integrate over x and x’, the 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let the data be as in Lemma 7.2. Then the operator 
JGYt v,> ~‘&) h as a unique continuous extension to all of !G2(3n - 3). This 
is bounded, its norm being of order O(l h 1-lj4) as h tends to co in the sector (3.11). 
Proof. Let us choose coordinates x1 ,..., x,-r so that wjl(xe+) depends on 
x1 only. The operator Mr)(X, q) is then conveniently decomposed according 
to 
Mt’(h, 9) = [M:’ * Mf-l)] (A, v), (7.28) 
MA’) acting on functions of x1 and Mp-l) on functions of x2 ,..., x,-r . As for 
the exponential factors, MA’) and M$+‘) contain exp& . xre+‘) and 
exp(Cyzar pj . xje-+), respectively, with Cyctr pj2 = p2. 
The convolution (7.28) can be performed provided the parabolas 
Im(ue-2ia)1j2 = pr cos 9, Im[(x - U) l 2 e-i’P] = (sl pj2)Li2 cos ‘p / (7.29) 
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do not intersect. As in the proof of Lemma 7.1, this condition is fulfilled if 
Eq. (7.18) is true. To obtain an estimate for (1 MC)@, g’) Vjl(~)li , it now 
suffices to consider 
(7.30) 
Owing to Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, the integral converges and is of order 
O(l h l-1/4). This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to find M(X, p)). The procedure is a straightforward 
generalization of the construction method for R(/\, y). To begin with, consider 
the equation 
M@, ‘p) = M& V) - M&A, Y) W) M(h, P))* (7.31) 
If X is in the sector (3.11) and 1 h / is sufficiently large, Eq. (7.18) is satisfied 
and the norm 11 M,,(A, p) V(y)11 is less than 1 by Lemma 7.3. Hence, Eq. (7.31) 
can be solved with the Born series. Owing to Lemma 7.1, it follows, in partic- 
ular, that II M(h, p)jl is of order O(l h 1-l) as h tends to cc in the sector (3.11). 
In the special case 72 = 2, Eq. (7.31) h as a kernel in the Schmidt class, by 
Lemma 7.2. It may therefore be solved by the Fredholm method. It is easy 
to see that the Fredholm denominator is nothing but the function 6(h) that 
was used to find P2)@, v). 
DEFINITION 7.4. Let p > 0 and j p I < 7r/2. Let X, be a complex number, 
h a complex variable, and choose arg(h - h,) so that 
2g, < arg(h - &J < 27~ + 2q~. 
Then 17(h, , 9) stands for the region 
(7.32) 
Im[(h - Xo)lj2 e+] < p cos v. (7.33) 
In terms of this definition, we must not attempt to find Mt2)(A, tp) for h 
in the region n(O, p). In the complement of n(O, cp), the Fredholm theory 
shows that M(2)@, 9) is a bounded operator except for possible poles h = Xi”) 
which are also poles of R(s)@, p)). For future reference, it is helpful to observe 
that M@)(A, tp) is regular in the complement ul n(h, , p’) of a region bounded 
by segments of parabolas. This replaces the statement that P2)(h, p’) is 
regular in the complement of a set of half-lines. 
In case n 3 3, the resolvent equation Eq. (6.39) gives 
M(n)(X, v) = exp(p * xe-iw’) Q(“)(A, q) exp( -p - xe-$v) 
+ exp(p - xeciO) fP)(h, p) exp(-_r. * m+*) M(“)(h, v). (7.34) 
Suppose now that we know M@+i, 9’) for any subgroup of n, particles 
contained in the n-particle system. Suppose that this is regular for every h 
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in a region u; fl(h’” ) k * , v). The first term on the right in Eq. (7.34) can then 
be constructed with the help of convolutions, the reasoning of Lemma 7.3 
showing that the convolution integral is regular in a region that may be 
denoted by u’, n(h, , (p). This result generalizes Corollary 6.11. 
Again assuming that &P*‘(h, ‘p) is known, we may also construct the kernel 
of Eq. (7.34) with the help of convolutions. Lemmas 6.16-6.18 can then be 
generalized. As a generalization of Theorem 6.19, it follows that the kernel 
of Eq. (7.34) belongs to the Schmidt class on P(3n - 3) provided X is in a 
region u; 17(X, , q). This enables &P(h, v) to be constructed with Fredholm 
methods and thus generalizes Theorem 6.20. The numbers h, characterizing 
the excluded region Ulc fl(h, , v) are the same as in Eq. (6.37). 
In the above discussion, p is held fixed and A is restricted to the comple- 
ment of some excluded region. We may also choose h as we please, then ask 
how small p should be for M(h, q) to be a bounded operator. This point of 
view yields an asymptotic property of R(h, 9)) as follows. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let the operator M(h, q) be defined in terms of the resolvent 
R(h, v) by Eq. (7.17). Refer to 0 j t’ e m ton 6.12 and denote the branch cuts of 
R(h, cp) by Y(h, , p) (k = 1, 2,...). Take 1 p 1 < a/2, let h be in the resolvent 
set of H(v), and let 
0 < p < i;f{Im[(h - Xlc)1/z e-im] (cos y)-l}. (7.35) 
Then M(h, 9’) is a bounded operator on g2. 
Proof. The condition (7.35) states that p is such that X belongs to 
ul wb 3 VI. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let the data be as in Theorem 7.5. Let h = A, be an isolated 
pole of R(h, ‘p) and let a(xe+, w) be an eigenvector of the eigenprojection P 
associated with A, . If p satisfies the condition (7.35) with h replaced by A, , then 
the function 
fz(xe+, ~0) exp(p . xe-+) (7.36) 
belongs to 22. 
Proof. It follows from the Fredholm theory that the operator 
exp(p . xe-+) P exp(-p . xe+) (7.37) 
belongs to the Schmidt class. Now let f(x, w) be in e2. Using the expansion 
(4.42) for P, we may say that 
‘f,, [s j(x, W) a,(xe-+, W) exp(p * xe-iv) d3n-3xul(x’e-io, w’) exp(-p . x’e-+)] 
(7.38) 
4w/48/2-6 
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exists for almost every x’, w’ and every f in P. Since the functions a, are 
linearly independent, we can choose N points x’, w’ so as to obtain N inde- 
pendent linear combinations of the integrals over x. Since these linear com- 
binations all exist, it follows that each integral exists, for all f in Q2. From this 
the theorem follows. 
Theorem 7.6 is very simple to apply if A0 is on the real axis to the left of 
Al;“). In this case, the infimum in Eq. (7.35) is attained if h, = fir). It is 
equal to (@I - &,)1/2 regardless of v. Hence, if a(x, W) is a bound-state 
wave function, then a(x, w) exp(p . x) belongs to P if p2 is less than the 
binding energy of the state in question. 
If a(xe-iv, w) exp(p . xe+) is in Z2 for p < pa , then 
a(xewiq, w) exp(+ . xewim) 
is in !iZ2 for TV < /lo j cot p ( . We now refer to Eq. (7.7). The factor Da is a 
product of bound-state wave functions a(xe+, w) for scattered fragments. 
This makes it obvious that the expression (7.7) is analytic in x,‘e-ia. If 9, 
is held fixed, the expression is in B2 whenever p, does not exceed a certain 
limit that is fairly large if the fragments are sufficiently tightly bound. 
Otherwise stated, we may allow q~ to take nonvanishing values without 
destroying the fact that the expression (7.7) is in G2. Thus, the expression is 
in 0(-/3,8) for some p. Given p, , the angle ,6 may be fairly large. 
We may therefore hope that it can be made sufficiently large for the 
circle with center E - Z/2 and radius r/2 to be between the half-lines 
Wb, -Is) and W!,l , -8), as required in Section 7.1. This is the condition 
for a pole at h, = E - iI’/ to show up in a formalism on S(-/3, p, 3n - 3). 
Summarizing, unless p, is very large, there are no difficulties in Section 7.1 
so far as the function dSa is concerned. And similarly for the function $, . 
In case the pole considered in Theorem 7.6 is on the real axis to the right 
of AI;“), the infimum in Eq. (7.35) depends on p. It tends to 0 if p tends to 0, 
indicating that bound states embedded in the continuous spectrum of H(0) 
will dissociate easily. 
We now examine poles between half-lines Y(h, , p) and Y(h,+, , v), with 
particular reference to Section 7.1. Let the notation be as in Eq. (7.16), let 
the pole be at h, = E - iF/2, and assume that r/2 < E - X, . This makes 
the infimum in Eq. (7.35) approximately equal to (E - hk)l12 1 tan q ( , 
unless E is very close to hK+i . If we exclude the latter case and evaluate the 
infimum to first order in I’, it follows that the expression (7.16) is in !@ if 
q < q,, , where 
q. M (E - X,)1/2 - r(E - Xk)-1/z 1 cot v l/4. (7.39) 
This approximation for q,, is valid only if the second term is small compared 
with the first. For reasons explained in Section 7.1, we do not intend to take 
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v = 0. Specifically, we want 1 tan v 1 to satisfy Eq. (7.8). This makes the ratio 
of the second term to the first on the right in Eq. (7.39) less than &. 
In the application to three-fragment scattering, p in Eq. (7.16) is the 
momentum of one fragment relative to the center of mass of the remaining 
two. As for larger numbers of fragments, let us concentrate on any particular 
two-body term vjE contributing to the integral in Eq. (7.15). Let p, be the 
relative momentum of the two fragments that interact through the particular 
term vjl . Let p, be as in Eq. (7.4). The term vjl then calls for a momentum Q 
in Eq. (7.16) such that 
Pa2 = q2 + P12. (7.40) 
Now remember that we are interested in energies p2 w E, so that 
PU m (E - ha)‘j2. Since q <pa, it follows that q < (E - ha)li2. Thus, if 
h, is the X, in Eq. (7.39), we have q < (E - hk)1/2. If I’ is small and the 
functions (7.6) and (7.7) allow us to make j tan 9) j sufficiently large, we may 
hope that q < q. . The resonance formalism of Section 7. I can then be carried 
through without difficulty. 
The foregoing assumes that h, = h, , hence that there is not enough energy 
available to excite the scattered fragments above the state Da . If Aa < X, and 
the system has energy p2 = E > h, , the fragments may be excited to a state 
@ say. This process apparently competes with the formation of the com- 
p&d state Y. It is not obvious at all that q does not exceed (E - Xk)1/z. 
The formalism gives a clear-cut resonance only if q < q. , where q. is given by 
Eq. (7.39). The condition q < q. is met more easily according as hl, - X, is 
smaller. In any case, q must be substantially smaller than p, w (E - ha)l12. 
Now, each two-particle term r+r comes with its own q = qjc . In order that all 
qjl be substantially smaller than p, , it is favorable to have the relative kinetic 
energy evenly divided over the fragments. Formally this follows from Eq. 
(7.40). It makes it easier for the fragments to share their energy quickly so as 
to form a compound state. Correspondingly, r in Eq. (7.39) may be larger 
without violating the condition qjl < q,, . This means that resonances can be 
felt having shorter lifetimes. 
It will be understood that the above conditions are to be imposed not only 
in the initial channel a, but in the final channel b as well. The formalism 
applies, in particular, to rearrangement collisions including the case X, # X, . 
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